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Abstract: An agent is an autonomous computer system situated in an environment to fulfill a design
objective. Multi-Agent Systems aim to solve problems in a flexible and robust way by assembling
sets of agents interacting in cooperative or competitive ways for the sake of possibly common
objectives. Multi-Agent Systems have been applied to several domains ranging from many industrial
sectors, e-commerce, health and even entertainment. Agent-Based Modeling, a sort of Multi-Agent
Systems, is a technique used to study complex systems in a wide range of domains. A natural or
social system can be represented, modeled and explained through a simulation based on agents
and interactions. Such a simulation can comprise a variety of agent architectures like reactive and
cognitive agents. Despite cognitive agents being highly relevant to simulate social systems due their
capability of modelling aspects of human behaviour ranging from individuals to crowds, they still
have not been applied extensively. A challenging and socially relevant domain are the Disaster-Rescue
simulations that can benefit from using cognitive agents to develop a realistic simulation. In this paper,
a Multi-Agent System applied to the Disaster-Rescue domain involving cognitive agents based on the
Belief–Desire–Intention architecture is presented. The system aims to bridge the gap in combining
Agent-Based Modelling and Multi-Agent Systems approaches by integrating two major platforms in
the field of Agent-Based Modeling and Belief-Desire Intention multi-agent systems, namely, NetLogo
and Jason.

Keywords: multi-agent systems; agent-based modelling; BDI agents; Jason; NetLogo; disaster-rescue
simulations

1. Introduction

An agent is a purpose-driven entity that interacts with its environment through its perceptions
and actions in a persistent, rational and autonomous way [1,2]. Agents hold different roles and exhibit
distinct sets of capabilities and decision-making models. A Multi-Agent System (MAS) is an assembly
of several agents having either homogeneous or heterogeneous architecture [2,3]. MASs are applicable
in a variety of contexts and for different purposes, being capable to model social structures with a high
level of realism.

Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) is a technique that facilitates directly representing the elements
of a system including their relationships and interactions over time. ABM is becoming the de facto
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tool to develop simulations applied to a wide range of domains and to explore and validate social
theories [4–6].

Either in an MAS or in the context of an ABM, an agent can represent an individual, a group or
another kind of collectivity like dedicated staff, departments, unions or entire organizations.

Diverse types of agents have been used as the constituent elements of ABM/MASs to represent
social or natural systems.

• Reactive agents are useful due to their simplicity in construction and their flexibility to act in
dynamic environments.

• Cognitive agents are based on a more complex design that achieves a more robust architecture.
They can also reason about the state of the environment to reach a goal-driven behaviour helpful
to model either individuals or crowds.

The main type of agents used in ABM is the reactive one. A reactive agent can be developed by
a set of rules if-then-else (better known as productions) or finite-sate machines that can conform a complex
net to implement the set of required behaviours. One of the most noteworthy proposals to create
reactive agents is the subsumption architecture that enable to build real-time responses while the agent is
situated in a dynamic environment [7,8]. Such simplicity makes reactive agents very successful and
widely used. However, reactive agents work based on limited information and fail in reasoning further
their perceptual information, a wrongly working sensor could mislead the agents that cannot easily
recover from such a failure as re-planning is not present [8].

However, the need to model social complex systems pushes towards considering more powerful
models to represent human behaviour, and cognitive agents offer an alternative to help with pursuing
this purpose.

Belief–Desire–Intention (BDI) is the most well-known architecture to develop cognitive agents [9],
which represents agents as having beliefs, desires, and intentions that emulate aspects of human
behaviour [10]. Beliefs are the real status of an agent in a certain time, i.e., the information and knowledge
either external or internal the agent can manage; desires are the goals or states to achieve representing
its design objectives; and intentions are the set of actions to perform in order to accomplish the agent’s
goals [4,9,11]. A BDI agent drives its behaviour by selecting plans accordingly to its intentions in
response to a certain event or goal. A plan is the representation of the procedural knowledge and
capabilities the agent has at its disposal. Several plans can react to the same event or goal. Actions
and subgoals are the building bricks of plans and they directly affect the environment in some way,
possibly changing the state of affairs in it.

Despite Agent-Based Models being a sort of MAS, both communities have been evolved in
independent ways with sparse mutual interaction [12,13]. This situation should be amended in order to
exploit the knowledge developed by the entire agent-related community for its own sake. The importance
of such an integration can be beneficial in at least two ways [12,13]:

• The work developed on MASs offers more sophisticated agency architectures than those used
in ABM.

• ABM can be benefited from the strategic selection of agent’s behaviours that MASs make available.

In both cases, BDI architecture is suitable to be used because of its flexibility to define agents with
a higher level of knowledge representation and deliberative capabilities exhibiting enough reactivity
to cope with dynamic changes.

Disaster-Rescue (DR) simulations is a very active field on its own with many research and technical
conferences, ranging from pure computational approaches to considering simulations as an in silico
tool to help determine actual policies of action for emergency recovery and management in real life [14].
DR simulations have been deployed in the academic, government and private sectors supporting
contingency anticipation, planning and policy making.

Due to this work aiming to progress in the integration of aforementioned techniques, an MAS
applied to the DR domain involving cognitive agents based on the BDI architecture is presented.
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The system combines an environmental representation with BDI agents and represents a novel
integration of two of the main platforms for ABM and Belief–Desire–Intention multi-agent systems
development, namely, Jason and NetLogo.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief description of the disaster rescue problem;
in Section 3, the development of the systems is presented; experiments and results are presented in
Section 4. Section 5 closes the paper with a discussion and the intended future work.

2. The Disaster Rescue Problem

ABMs can be fed with or be based on real data collected in the course of social research
(demographic, economic, sociological, etc.). Hence, on the one hand, an ABM can be perceived as a
microscope, as it allows the analysis of the most representative details of social entities or individuals
and their relationships, while, on the other hand, it can act as a telescope, as it allows for observing the
aforementioned features within a crowd/social setting and observe their evolution.

In the analysis presented by Hawe et al. [14] based on [15], the authors underlines that the emergency
management cycle is composed by four phases:

1. Mitigation: long-term risk management, sustained actions to reduce or eliminate the risks to
people and properties.

2. Preparedness: activities to improve the response/actions like planning and organising staff, equipping,
training, exercising and evaluating.

3. Response: the actual actions to tackle the emergency, like fire extinguishing, rescue of people and
street clearance.

4. Recovery: government authorities’ coordination, plan and program generation, and restoring
environment and infrastructure.

ABMs have relevance mainly during the phases of Preparedness and Response [14]. Concretely,
Agent Based Simulation tools provide the following contributions on the aforementioned stages [14]:

• Planning: determining the impact of a disaster event identifying the ways to be prepared and
how to respond.

• Vulnerability analysis: evaluation of the strategies of emergency response.
• Identification and detection: determining the occurrence possibility of a disaster.
• Training: training emergency services staff by simulation.
• Real-time response support: determining alternative response strategies given an emergency situation.

The work presented in this paper is applicable to the Planning and Training phases.
The DR problem is considered as an MAS problem since it implies the design of coordination

strategies and communication between agents [16–18]; furthermore, a central point is to define agent
architectures to cope with it. [14,18,19]. On the other hand, ABM are proposed as systems aiming to
solve the DR problem from the point of view of simulating the human response facing a particular
disaster or even combined calamities [5,14].

In computational terms, the DR problem can be stated as follows: [16,18]:

Given an environment that simulates a city or location under disaster conditions
(earthquakes, fires, etc.), a population is represented as a set of agents, divided into
victims (civilians), and rescue agents, which help the victims to evacuate and avoid
risks. Rescue agents coordinate their actions to minimize the damage, casualties and
keep civilians in safe conditions, possibly by joining forces, under uncertain and changing
conditions where time is restricted.

This is a Coordination Problem [8,17,20,21] that has been commonly treated as a Task Allocation
problem (which includes some variants as Social Welfare Maximization, and Coalition or Team
Formation [22,23]). This problem involves of a strategy to organise rescue teams (brigades, ambulances,
or fire brigades). The main activities of the agents are moving and searching (searching for
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victims/people) and performing rescue tasks (detection of victims, fires, and street blockades;
temporary saving; evacuating people, among others).

Furthermore, the environment poses a very challenging scenario: time restricted, partially
accessible (i.e., agents have limited capacity to observe), dynamic and may only be traversed in
a reduced way. It is common that agents have limited or partial communication (to simulate failing
infrastructures) with typically large numbers of agents (200 and above). Although most of the works
have been based on reactive agents for such scenarios, some proposals have been put forward for
using cognitive agents [24].

Due the advantages of cognitive agents, we are concerned with the case of MAS composed by
BDI agents in the DR domain adopting a decentralised approach to organise the tasks of the agents.

3. Integrating ABM and BDI MAS: Jason and NetLogo

According to [4,10,14], JADE, Jadex, NetLogo, and Jason are the most noteworthy platforms
to MAS development (including BDI agents) either for general purpose systems or to be applied
in complex context such as those typically addressed by ABM, which comprises the Disaster
Rescue Domain.

• Jason [25] is a full-fledged platform that enables the implementation of BDI agents with many
user-customisable features including Java-based environments and legacy code. Jason is a very
convenient framework given its robustness, more strict implementation of the BDI principles and
the facilities of AgentSpeak as a higher level agent programming language.

• NetLogo [26] is an MAS programmable modeling platform for simulating social and natural
phenomena given the facilities to represent different kinds of reactive agents and its power and
easiness in defining and rendering rich environments with different features.

In this work, a simple BDI MAS applied to the DR domain was implemented exploiting
the Java-based environments in Jason that allows the interaction with the BDI agents with other
systems, and the possibility of NetLogo to receive external commands to drive its functioning.
The interoperability of both platforms is warranted, given the facilities they offer through their
API interfaces. There are two possibilities to pursue the connection Jason-NetLogo: either to include
Jason into NetLogo, using just the Jason BDI engine or including NetLogo in Jason, using the former
as the environment. Both options are briefly described as follows:

1. Jason-into-NetLogo. Only use the Jason BDI engine. The following packages are used in doing so:

• Extend the Jason class AgArch (package jason.architecture) to create the Jason agent and
manage its reasoning cycle. An additional package is also required: RunCentralisedMAS
belonging to jason.infra.centralised.

• From the NetLogo side, to execute the NetLogo GUI with the model, org.nlogo.
[lite,headless,api] packages and InterfaceComponent, HeadlessWorkspace and
CompilerException classes are required.

2. NetLogo-in-Jason. NetLogo is included as an Environment in Jason. To do so, it is required to use
the following facilities:

• Perceive the environment—by extending the class Environment of the Jason architecture
package jason.environment to transform the perceptions taken from NetLogo into readable
literals for Jason’s agents according to the AgentSpeak semantic definition, in order to be
inserted in the agents’ beliefs base.

• Act in NetLogo. The InterfaceComponent of the nlogo.lite.InterfaceComponent package
allows for sending commands to the elements of the model (turtles and patches).

• Load the NetLogo model as an environment in Jason using a JFrame. Complementarily, java.
awt.EventQueue.invokeAndWait and java.io.[InputStreamReader, BufferedReader,
IOException] are used to perform the interface and keep both platforms running together.
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Integrating both approaches, ABM and MAS, boosts the resultant system by combining the
modelling capabilities and more complex behaviours, like some aspects of human conduct in the case
of BDI agents. The main advantages of integrating Jason and Netlogo are underlined as follows:

• NetLogo is highlighted by the deliberation process of BDI Jason agents that enhance the
capabilities of the pure reactive NetLogo turtles going beyond the pure quantitative heterogeneity
(variations in the values of their parameters and variables).

• Jason can be enriched in at least two aspects:

– By including a powerful environments rendering tool and the capability to easily interact
with it through the avatar-like Netlogo turtles.

– By inheriting the skills and functionalities already present in the turtles useful to define
lower level tasks, for instance navigation and sensing.

• Both tools can be combined with other systems to manage more than one user-defined environment.

The capability to define reactive agents besides BDI agents working altogether in the same system
makes it possible to combine features and abilities belonging to both kinds of agents. For instance,
a Jason agent that is provided with BDI plans can exploit the reactive functions implemented in
its belonging NetLogo turtle: to-do to act directly in the environment and to-report to perceive
the current state of affairs resulting in an updating of its beliefs and possibly triggering other
plans. No need to say, both agents can exploit the set of methods and functions defined in their
correspondingly framework, including their communication systems where the expressibility of their
higher and lower level representations (defined by speech acts in Jason and built-in functions in
NetLogo) can be exploited as required. In Figure 1, this composition is depicted.

Figure 1. Jason agents are enriched by using the reactive and lower level capabilities of its avatar-like
NetLogo turtles and the latter are powered by the BDI reasoning loop of Jason agents. Executing BDI
plans results in calling NetLogo functions to act, to perceive or to communicate with others.

This conveys the flexibility to define and represent the elements and entities of a simulation,
i.e., there is a need of having purely reactive agents to represent environmental elements (like fire)
and simultaneously agents with more robust deliberative processes are required to represent human
individuals/organizations (like fire-fighters).

Table 1 summarizes the advantages of interconnecting Jason and NetLogo (J+N) contrasted with
both tools taken in isolation (any feature can be exploited separately or in a combined way in J+N).
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Table 1. Main advantages of integrating Jason and NetLogo. R = Reactive agents, C = Cognitive agents,
Ex = External environment, Cn = counterpart agent representation, L = Legacy code, S = Plotting
and Statistics.

System R C Ex Cn L S

NetLogo X X X
Jason X X X X
J+N X X X X X X

The NetLogo-in-Jason option, besides being the natural way to implement our ABM, constitutes,
to our best knowledge, a novel contribution in MAS development. Figure 2 depicts the interaction
diagram in UML. As can be seen, both systems interact with each other through their corresponding
APIs, allowing the Jason agents to act in the environment using the NetLogo turtles and updating
their percepts by means of requesting the execution of actions and updates about the current state of
the environment.

Figure 2. Sequence diagram in UML of the Netlogo-in-Jason interconnection option.

In both of the integration cases aforementioned, in order to send perceptions and receive actions from
the environment to Jason’s agents and vice versa, a process of translation from the NetLogo list-based
representation to the AgentSpeak Prolog-like representation have to be done. Thus, the following
classes are required: Agent, ActionExec, TransitionSystem, Literal (contained in package jason.
asSemantics). In Table 2, some of this translations are presented regarding some sensing and acting
commands. The translation procedure is carried out by the environment Jason Java classes and it is not
detailed here for the sake of simplicity. In brief, an AgentSpeak literal was introduced in the Jason side
to denote when the agent is sending a command to the environment: sendCmdNL/2 which arguments
are the agent ID and the intended command. The agent ID is a number identifying the turtle in NetLogo
that act on behalf of the Jason agent. The command is a string that identifies the action to be pursued,
which is sent to the Jason Java class Environment and translated to the NetLogo final command.

In Figure 3, an example of the integration of Jason and NetLogo agents is illustrated. The BDI plan
!toRescueCivil(C) belonging to a Jason agent ambulance take advantage of the reactive capabilities
of its correspondingly turtle by calling the function move-to-turtle in order to locate and go to the
required position of a detected victim denoted by C, i.e., the ID of the turtle representing the victim.
The reactive function on its turn calls another function named travel-to-turtle that directly used
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the native NetLogo functions available to move towards the position of a given turtle (obj takes the
value of C). On the other hand, the result of detect-civ-resc-cone will result in a belief updating
adding civilRescuedFnd(C).

Table 2. Examples of the translation of perceptions and commands from Jason to NetLogo and vice versa.
NetLogo identifiers: AgNL: a turtle, ID: a fire, and agName: the corresponding Jason agent.

Description Jason Literals (AgentSpeak) NetLogo Commands

Perceiving the environment

Jason to NetLogo Sensing request literal: Get the report from NetLogo
Detect if a fire is found in the
trajectory of a given agent

sendCmdNL(AgNL,"senseFire"); [detect-one-fire-cone]
of turtle AgNL

NetLogo to Jason Translating the answer into literals:
Perceive the response from the
environment about finding fires.

removePerceptsByUnif(agName,
Literal.parseLiteral("fireFound(ID)"));
and addPercept(agName,Literal.parseLiteral
("fireMarkedFnd(ID)"));

Acting in the environment

To walk in the environment, one step
forward the agent’s front

sendCmdNL(AgNL,"fd 1") ; Order a turtle to walk
ask turtle AgNL [fd 1]

Figure 3. Jason agents act and perceive by means of their turtle counterpart in the environment.
The BDI plan !+toRescueCivil(C) triggers the execution of function move-to-turtle providing the
required input, i.e., the ID of a victim stored in C. The NetLogo function detect-civ-resc-cone will
result in the updating of civilRescuedFnd(C). The underlined text is just for easy reading.

The design of the BDI MAS was performed using the editor Prometheus Development Tool
(PDT) [27] as it has been conveniently used in the Jason development [28]. The set of agents specified
in Jason are situated within an environment defined by a NetLogo model inspired by two models:
city traffic [29] and a rescue environment with no map rendering and no restriction on the agent
movement [30]. In order to develop a realistic disaster rescue scenario, we undertook the following:
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• A map of a given city is rendered using the gis extension of NetLogo that represents the pixels
as patches in the model. Buildings and streets are segmented to allow the agents to move only
through the latter.

• Elements of the environment are represented in NetLogo as breeds of turtles (agents). Objects:
one base, obstacles, fires, blockades; people: victims (civilians) and rescue staff (ambulances,
rescue-units, fire-brigades and police).

• Rescue staff is also represented as BDI agents in Jason. turtles act on behalf of Jason agents, i.e.,
the higher level decision-making is on the Jason side. Lower level functions (such as navigation)
are managed in NetLogo. Rescue agents have a narrow sight of view of 10 pixels ahead in an
angle of 90 degrees.

• Objects and civilians have behaviours not governed by Jason.

The DR BDI Simulation

The purpose of the simulation is to test the integration of Jason and NetLogo. A basic policy of
task allocation is implemented based on dividing the map in N sectors where the agents can operate
(Algorithm 1). Then, the team formation is performed by assigning agents to each sector. To have
similar number of agents in each sector, the teams are formed accordingly with the number of agents
modulo N (experimentally set to 4). These directions are integrated into the start plan of each agent as
an initialization stage, just before the creation of the NetLogo turtles.

Algorithm 1: Map partition in N sectors and team formation accordingly N.

Data: Take the dimensions of the map: as defined in NetLogo:
N: the number of sectors
AgTypes: list of type of agents in the MAS
Result: Sector assigned to each agent in the MAS
begin

/* Assign the sector to each agent in the MAS */
1 foreach type ∈ AgTypes do
2 nAgent← 0
3 foreach agtype ∈ MAS do
4 nAgent ++
5 nSector ← 1

if nAgent > N then
6 resi = (nSector− 1)/N
7 nSector = nSector− (N ∗ resi)

8 ag.Sector = nSector

The system as a whole behaves in a decentralized way as no agent leads the teams or the activities.
The brigadier and other agents message each other only when a target is found. The measure of the
global behaviour of the system consists of counting the rescue actions, and the number of actions
performed in the environment. In this manner, to indicate the Performance Pi, only a ratio of the
number of rescue actions RAi (where: i = {rescued|collected|extinguished|cleared}) with respect to the
total number of actions PA is provided, and it is computed accordingly with Equation (1):

Pi =
RAi
PA

(1)

Figure 4 shows the Prometheus Analysis Overview Diagram, which represents the global design
of the MAS, the agents and their interaction with the environment, and the perceptions coming either
from the environment or by messaging using the Jason communication facilities.
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In each process of sensing or acting in the environment, Jason agents act through its turtle
performing the actual action on the environment, like the rendering of the image to illustrate its
movements traversing it, and many others.

Figure 4. Prometheus Analysis Overview Diagram of the Disaster-Rescue BDI MAS.

In the Prometheus methodology, scenario stands for an abstract description of a particular sequence
of steps within the system. The scenarios of the system are depicted in the Scenario Diagram showed
in Figure 5, and are described in brief as as follows:

Figure 5. Prometheus Scenario Diagram of the BDI Rescue MAS.

• createAgNL: Create the NetLogo turtle to be used as an avatar in the NetLogo environment by
Jason Agents.

• goToSector: Brigadier agent goes to its designated sector (1 of N), which is selected accordingly
with the module of N of their number of agent.
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• doSearch: Brigadier agents perform the searching of: civilians, obstacles and fires in their designated
sector. Once an objective is found, it is added as a belief and the suitable agent is notified about it.
It is divided in the following scenarios:

– walk: Brigadier agents move through their designated sector.
– searchForCivilian: Brigadier agents sense the environment looking for civilians.
– searchForObstacles: Brigadier agents sense the environment looking for obstacles.
– searchForFires: Brigadier agents sense the environment looking for fires.

• goToObjective: An agent traverses the environment looking for the objective (civilian, obstacle or
fire) to perform rescue actions.

• rescueAction: Once the agents reach their current objective (within its scope given by distance and
sight cone parameters in NetLogo), they perform, rescue, clear, pickup, or extinguish actions. It is
divided into the following scenarios:

– clearing obstacles: Agents act on a target performing clearing actions.
– collecting civilian: Agents act collecting civilian actions.
– extinguishing fires: Agents act extinguishing a targeted fire.

A brief description of the system functionality is listed as follows:

1. MASJason starts
2. EnvironmentJason starts
3. ModelNetLogo starts
4. EnvironmentJason sends start perception to AgentsJason
5. AgentsJason initiate the createAgNL scenario
6. AgentsJason acts guided by its own individual behaviour accordingly to the type defined by its

PlanLibraryt, where t = {brigadier, ambulance, f ireman, police}
7. MASJason stops when either the total of civilians are rescued and collected, all fires are

extinguished, and the obstacles cleared, or a threshold for the number of actions is reached

Figure 6 illustrates a screenshot of the BDI MAS running with 16 brigadiers, four ambulances,
police and fireman, 10 fires and obstacles and 45 civilians.

Figure 6. The Disaster-Rescue BDI MAS running with a map of the main square of Mexico City.
Gray coloured objects mean rescued civilians, cleared blockades and extinguished fires.
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4. Experiments and Results

The experiments are focused on the interaction between NetLogo and Jason for the purpose of
illustrating the feasibility of the platform to scale regarding the number of agents performing rescue
actions. Two sets of experiments were performed, varying the number of agents reported.

The first set was run on an Dell Optiplex 7010 Core i5 CPU with 8GB of RAM with Ubuntu 14.04.5
LTS In Table 3, a summary of the system running with a different number of agents is presented.
Rescue actions do not increase while increasing the number of brigadier agents, but they do decrease
the searching time. On the other hand, increasing the number of collecting agents (police, fire brigades
and ambulances) reflects a positive change in the number of rescue tasks performed. The performance
defined in Equation (1) provides a look at the number of pursued rescue actions when the system
reaches the maximum of 50,000 actions per run. In the case of run Av250, increasing the number of
rescue staff tends to increase this ratio as the number of expected actions is higher than the other runs
because of the large number of civilians.

Table 3. Averages of runs up to 50,000 actions with variations of the number of agents. Av[16,200,500]:
〈{A, P, F = 4}, {B = 16, 200, 500}, {K, R = 10}, V = 45〉 10 runs. Av250: 〈{A, P, F = 16}, {K, R = 10},
B = 50, V = 250〉 5 runs. Letters stand for: B = brigadier, A = ambulances, P = police, F = firebrigade,
K = blockades, R = fires, V = victims.

Av16 Av200 Av500 Av250

Time 06:39 03:40 05:35 05:10
Victims in danger 9 13 29 67

Saved 36 32 16 182
Collected 36 32 15 175
Cleared 6 5 5 7

Extinguished 3 6 4 6

Performance × 1000 1.62 1.5 0.8 7.4

In the second set of experiments, the system ran on a Dell Vostro 3750 Core i7 CPU laptop with
10GB of RAM with Ubuntu 14.04.5 LTS. Figure 7 shows a view of five runs of the system up to 50,000
actions with the following configuration of agents: fire (10), blockades (10), victims (200), police (4),
ambulances (4), and fire brigades (4). Only brigadier agents were varied: 16, 50, 100 and 200. The figure
shows a plot of rescue actions fulfilled by the MAS (people in danger, saved or collected; blockades
cleared, and fires extinguished), where the y-axis defines the number of rescue actions performed by
the system and the x-axis is the number of runs.

(a) (b)
Figure 7. Cont.
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(c) (d)

Figure 7. The MAS BDI performance of five runs with different rescue staff: (a) 16 brigadiers;
(b) 50 brigadiers; (c) 100 brigadiers; and (d) 200 brigadiers. The rest of agents remain constant: fire (10),
blockades (10), victims (200), police (4), ambulances (4), and fire brigades (4).

As can be seen in the lines of the plots, the system behaves in a similar way during the runs
despite the variation of the number of agents representing the rescue staff. The circled spots in the lines
belong to the number of actions reached by the system in a particular rescue action after completing
a cycle of 50,000. For instance, in (a), the number of people remaining in danger varies from 63 to
75 victims, while the people saved ranges from 128 to 136.

Averages of rescue actions reached in each 5 runs per number of brigadier agents is showed
in Table 4.

Table 4. Averages of five runs of the BDI MAS up to 50,000 actions. BA stands for Brigadier Agents.

BA Danger Saved Collect

50 69 130 126
16 64.2 134.8 130.4

100 69 130 125.6
200 66.8 132.2 127

In the first experiment, summarized in Table 3, the observed correlations between the number
of brigadier agents (from 16 to 500) and the rescue actions indicate that there is a positive effect by
having more agents looking for victims: 0.9808 for people in danger (Danger) and −0.9808 for saved
victims (Saved), while collected people (Collect) exhibited −0.9789. The cases of clearing blockades
(Clear) and extinguished fires (Exting) reached −0.789318 and 0.1947211, respectively.

Taking the averages of the second experiment (Table 4) to calculate the correlation between the
variables, it can be seen that there is a weak correlation between the increased number of brigadier
agents (BA) and the number of rescue actions to save people, and very low correlation with clearing
obstacles and extinguishing fires. In the case of Saved, it is −0.2254 and 0.2254 for Danger, while
Collect reported −0.4331, Clear −0.5272, and 0.5095 for Exting.

Needless to say, Saved and Danger have a correlation of −1 in both experiments as they are
inverse to each other, while the correlations Collect/Saved were 0.9999 for the first experiment and
0.9756 for the second one. Collect/Danger showed −0.9999 and −0.9756 in the first and second
experiments, respectively. Finally, the calculated correlation between Exting and Clear was −0.7559 in
the first experiment and 0.3244 for the last one, which can be considered acceptable as no dependence
is expected on those values.
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The results of both sets of experiments are consistent about the scalability of the integration of
Jason and NetLogo while working with variations in the number of any kind of agents. This consistency
holds also in the fact that, in the current implementation, in the event of a large population of victims,
the mere increasing of the number of brigade agents does not suffice to increase in a significant way
the execution of rescue tasks.

5. Discussion

ABM is a socially relevant application with many challenges from a computational point of
view. In particular, utilising cognitive agents in ABM enables one to model and study more complex
behaviours. However, implementing complex scenarios including cognitive agents still remains a
challenge from a development point of view.

The interconnection of ABMs and MAS has been explored in other works. In [31], a very basic
BDI implementation in pure NetLogo programming language is reported, mainly focused on teaching
the MAS BDI foundations. This approach includes communication capabilities and a straightforward
way to implement intentions (as a list of commands). However, being a basic implementation, it lacks
a proper definition of plans and other facilities offered by other BDI oriented platforms.

Jack as the BDI platform and Repast as the ABM simulator are interconnected in the work reported
in [32]. In this system, the agent reasoning and decision-making is kept in the BDI agents system
side, while observing and acting in the environment remains in the ABM simulator. The domain of
application is a version of the model RepastCity, where agents walk through the environment from a
current location to diverse destinations.

In [33], an integration of BDI agents with GAMA, an ABM platform, is presented using its GAML
modelling language, taking an agricultural related problem as the application domain. This work
differs with ours mainly in the platforms used: Jack and Repast. About the domain of application,
the disaster-rescue represents a bigger problem that subsumes the RepastCity domain at least regarding
the traversing task of the agents. In [34], an extension to this work is showed aiming for a simple-to-use
architecture (even by non-computer scientists) directed to modellers. In addition, it is flexible enough
to enclose complex behaviours and a gold-miner simulation. Being an interesting approach from the
point of view of the usability, this work relies on a still limited BDI architecture not usable for some
applications.

In [19], a three-layered integration framework between BDI agents and ABMs systems applied to
some domains including bushfire evacuation is presented. This work is mainly based on Jack as the
BDI engine and MATSim as the ABM simulator. Through the three layers’ cognitive capabilities,
application-specific code and the synchronization and communication between both systems is
managed. The main difference with our work lies in the use of the BDI system as slave of the
ABM as a means to control the time-step oriented functioning of the ABM system. Despite it being
possible to use Jason/NetLogo in such a way, in the work reported here, the opposite option is used,
as it is more natural for the sake of driving the turtles accordingly with the BDI cognitive capabilities,
while the steps of NetLogo system are directly controlled by Jason.

In this paper, an implementation of a BDI MAS applied to the Disaster Rescue domain is presented.
This aims to bridge the gap between the integration of ABM and MAS approaches through both of the
main ABM/MAS development tools: NetLogo and Jason.

The BDI MAS uses a simple strategy of map partitioning and distribution of the rescue agents in
the environment with communication capabilities and a simple task allocation policy. Environmental
elements are represented as NetLogo agents while rescue agents are represented in both platforms
giving the Jason agents the higher level task of reasoning and decision-making. In this way, NetLogo
agents act in the environment on behalf of their counterpart agents in Jason. The systems scales
well from a small population to a larger population of rescue agents, demonstrating the feasibility of
integrating both platforms.
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Some avenues can be explored to improve this work: (a) integrating a set of task allocation
algorithms to be selected by the user and executed by the agents; (b) representing a large set of features
for the environment elements such as fire propagation and fieriness, time alive for the victims, fuel
decrease in the police and ambulance vehicles, among others; (c) including a partition algorithm to
divide the scenario; (d) defining a set of metrics to measure the system performance as a whole and
on the agent level; and (e) test the framework with other systems to exploit the possibility of both
platforms of having more than one user-defined environment.

Finally, this work represents a step towards the development of DR Simulations based on BDI
agents exploiting the powerful NetLogo environmental rendering facilities.
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